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　　　EQUIVARIANT POINT THEOREMS




　　This paper isａ continuation of my previous paper ［13], and is concerned with
generalizationsof the following two classicaltheorems onａ continuous map / of an
w-sphere Ｓ゛to itself.
　　Theorem １.1.がthe degree口び≒f iｓｅ従犯tｈｅｎ　theｒｅｅｘiｓtｓa;e5" ｓｕch that
八－わ＝μ絃
　　Theoeei･11.2･がthe degrei口びﾉﾘ5 odd then there exists xeS'^ such th一
八一句＝－y(（).
　　Throughout this paper、 ａ prime p is fixed、and Ｇ＝{1、Ｔ、…､ＴＶ-1}ｗｉｎ denote
ａ cyclic group of ordeｒ　p.
　　Generalizing the situation in the above theorems、 we shall consider the follow-
ing problems.
　　　Pboblem １.£ｄ /:jv:→M be a continuo心房ap betwe四Ｇ一spaces. Under what
ａ琲石油房ｓ面び／加阿の≪ equivαΓ必心力oint,i｡ｇ.，α以前itxeN such that
(1.1)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　/(7勺)＝フソ(幻
ヂｏｙｉ＝1,2,…, p-1？
　　Peoblem ２．£ｄ／：£→M and g･:£→Ｎ ｂｅｃｏｎtini４０1４ｓｍａｐｓ　of　ａ　ｓｂａｃｅＬ tｏ
Ｇ一邨αぽｓ肘の?況　び?の' what conditions do theだε肩がp points ｚ1，…，ら∈£
ｓｕch thＭ
(1.2)　　　　　　　　　　　/(ら｡1)＝Ｔザ(,ｚ1)，ｇ(恥。1)＝７な01)
∫ｏｒi = l,2,…, p-1？
　　We shall denote by ACf) the set of pointsｘｅＮsatisfying(L1)，and by Aa g)
the set of points (ｚl，…，ら)∈がsatisfying(1.2)。
　　lf£＝Ｎ＼ｎ Problem 2，then Aif, id) may be identifiedwith y1(/)。Therefore






is more general than Problem 1; stillProblem ２ can be reduced to
In fact,if we defineみ：が→MxN by
　　　　　垣:恥…，り)＝(/(ﾚｒl)，ｇ(聡))　(割∈£)，
and regard IF and MxN as G-spaces by cyclic permutations and the diagonal action
respectively, then we have A(h)=AC/，ｇ）。
　　Throughout this paper, a manifold will always mean ａ compact connected
topological manifold which is assumed to be oriented if p is odd。The dimension
of manifolds M,K…will be denoted by 揖。z，…。By ａ Ｇ･manifold is meant ａ
manifold on which Ｇ acts topologically。
　　In this paper we shall consider Problems ｌ and ２ in case Ｍ and Ｎ　ａｔｅＧ-
manifolds。Some answers have been obtained by Conner-Floyd［31，Ｍｕnkholm［101，
Fenn［51，Ｌｕｓk［8］and others with respect to generalizations of Theorem 1.1, and
by Milnor ［9］and the author［13］with respect to generalizations of Theorem 1.2.
By pushing the line of［13］we shall prove in this paper more general results.
　　Throughout thispaper the cohomology stands for the Cech cohomology and
takescoefficientsfrom ＺＩ）、thegroup of integersmod ♪.
???
　　2. Theorems
　　In this section we shall state our main theorems answering to Problem ２ and
then corollariesanswering to Problem 1，　The main theorems will be proved in §5
and§6.
　　ＬｅtQE丑紅BG-) a=O,l,…)ｄｅｎｏtｅ the usual generators, where 召G is the
classifying space for Ｇ。If ｘ is ａ paracompact space on which Ｇ acts freely,
丑＊(Ｘ!Ｇ)can be regarded as ａｎ丑＊(召Ｇ)-ｍｏｄｕlevia the homomorphism induced
by ａ classifying map of ｘ; in particular we have 尚＝尚･１ｅＨＨＸＩＧ)。
　　The first main theorem is stated as follows. and it generalizes Theorem １.1
(see Remark l below).
　　Theoeem Ａ. Ｌｅtf:£→M and g：£→N be continuous maps of a compc?
space L to G-maniかIds M a?Ａ。Suppose that
　　i ) the action・M is trivial'.




Then weみave ACf, g')≠φ;if L is mo四回r a maniかμ四知回
　　　　　　　　　　　　dim A(/, g-)≧択一(♪－1)(四十ｇ)≧0，
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wheｒｅdim ｊ ゐがotes the covering dimens八琲り≒4.
　　Puttinｓ　Ｌ＝Ｎａndｇ°id, we get
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煽ａりi is regarded as a G一回?かZj&｡リ加心房α心ぷ凹。
　　Remaek 1. Taking
　　　　　　　　　　　　　jV＝ａ mod p homology ≪-sphere
in the above corollary, we have the results due to Conner-Floyd [3], Munkholm
[10]and the author [12], which are direct generalizations of Theorem 1.1.
　　Remark 2. Taking
　　　　　　　　　　　　£＝ｙ＝ａ mcdp homology n-sphere。
　　　　　　　　　　　　M=5 , deg /=0, deg ｇ≠O mod ♪
in Theorem Ａ，we have the results due the to Fenn [5]and Lusk [8]。
　　To state the second main theorem and its corollaries,we shall make some
preparations.
　　For any indexing set 7，consider the complement μ＝μ一心of the diagonal in
F, and ｄｅｎｎｅ(ら…，ら)，(ら…，ら)∈μtｏbe equivalent if (ら…，ら)iｓ ａ cyclic
permutation of (ら…，ら)。We denote by R(Po) a set of representatives of the
equivalent classes。
　　Let /: £→M and ｇ；Ｌ→N be continuous maps of ａ manifold £tｏ G-man! folds








＝(ぷ，71『 ● ● ● TＩ）－1ｚ）（託訂），
　　　Σ　　　ごfl･･･ら(Xu X･‥×αら　(Ci,…ip^Z-p)
(≪I,…,ら)eか














Obviously we have λ(Ｚｇ)＝れ:ｇげ).
　　If L=N and ｇ＊＝id，we write λ(/)＝λ(ｊｇ)。It follows that
λ(/)＝　　Σ　　叫･･ぴ(/＊αご)(７'が＊αご)…(７＊7'-ｹﾞ＊叫)，[ＡＯ〉.
　　　(い･･,ら)ej?(7i)
Remaek 3. By the definition of j! we have
　　　　　　くｊ＊(ｑ,×…×のｽﾞ)，[Ｍ]〉＝く(の,×…ｘｑよ)消(1)，[Ｍ]ｐ〉。









being圈=deg≪。The relations (2.3) for iki,…，紅）（三戸characterize the coefFicients
ら･･ら（［6D。］［ｎparticular, if p = 2 we see that the matrix （印）iｓ the inverse of
the matrix （鮒）。
　　Now the second main theorem is stated as follows, and it generalizes Theorem
1.2 (see Remark 5 beloｗ）｡
　　Theorem Ｂ。Ｌｅt ｆ：£→Ｍ ａｎｄｇ:£→Ｎ ｂｅｃｏｎtinｕｏｕｓｍ副）ｓｏｆ ａ ｍａｎｉｆｏｌｄＬ
加Ｇ一ｍａｎｉｆｏｌｄｓＭ ａｎｄＮ，　ＳＭｉ)|)ｏｓｅthat
　　ｉ)ｆ＊Ｉ Ｈｑ(Ｍ)→∬9(ＭＧ)iｓ tｒiｖial　ｆｏｒｑ≧ｍｈ，　ｗheｒｅ ＭＧ ｉｓ the fiｘｅｄ　point
ｓｄげ駈α?i is the inclusion',
　　ii)tｈｅ ａｃtｉｏｎ　ｏｎN iｓ fｒｅｅ＼
　　iii) pl = Cp-lXm十（)。
Ｔｈｅｎλ(/＞ｇ) andλ'(/.が)αｙ白面ｅ徊面?of tｈｅｃｈｏｉｃｅｓof{ai)i.i, {βj}沁，裁:μ)，
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　EquivariantPoint Theorems
裁:刀)･″?四知回λ(/;ｇ)＝＝ぶ(ｊが);がλif,g)≠0 we have A(／＞ｇ)≠φ，
　　PuttinロjL=N and g=id in Theorem Ｂ we have
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　　COBOLLABY 1. Let /:jV→M be a continuous mi幼心ｄz帰心Ｇ一別α?Lか/心，の?
ｓｕｔｔｏｓｅthat
　　ｉ)ｊ＊：亙9(訂)→亙句影)iｓ　tｒiｖｉａｌ ｆｏｒｑ≧ｍ㈲
　　ii)the　ａｃtｉｏｎ ｏｎ Ｎ ｉｓ fｒｅｅ;
　　iii) n = (p-l)m.
Ｔｋｍλ(/)iｓ　ｉｎｄｅｐｅｎｄｅｎtｏｆ tｈｅｃｈｏｉｃｅｓｏｆ 屈T出回ｄ Ｒ(μ)，　ａｎｄ　ifλ(y)≠O四
知ａｊ(Λ)≠φ。
　　Ｐｕt£= M and /＝id in Theorem Ｂ， and replace the notations M, N≒g hy N,
犀y respectively. Then we get
　　Corollary ２. Ｌｅt f：ｙ→M be a continuo心　斑卯　蝕加銘銘　Ｇ一斑四が'olds,の?
ｓｕｔ-boｓｅthat




　　Remark 4. The above two corollaries for p=2 have been obtained in [13]。
　　The following proposition will be proved in §4 (see ｐ。407 of [2]foｒカ＝2)。
　　PeO POSITION 2.L　If Ｍ iｓ　ａ　Ｇ-ｍａｎｉｆｏｌｄｓｕch that　i＊：Ｔｊ-ｍ／ｐ(財)→Ｈ大願T財Ｇ)
iｓ tｒiｖial，　tｈｅｎ
　　　　　　　　　　　くα(Ｔ＊α)…(７＊ｐ-１０，[財]〉＝O(aEj7＊(財)).
　　Let M be the one in Proposition 2.1 for p = 2. Then, the proposition and the
Poincare duality show that 召＊(財)haｓ ａ homogeneous basis {μ1，…，μ。μ1，…，μj}
such that
　　　価(７＊岸)，[訂]〉＝o，く戻(Ｔ＊八)，[訂Ｄ＝o，<馬(Ｔ＊八)，[訂]〉＝aあ
In terms of this basis we see that
2(/)＝Σく(/＊μi)(フザ＊μD,[7V]〉
　　　i=1
if p = 2. In particular, ifM＝ｙａｎｄ/＊＝＝id then λ(/) equals the ｓｅｍｉ-ｃｈａｒａｃtｅｒiｓtic
　　　　　　　　　　　　か2(訂)＝dim j7＊(が)/2 mcd 2.
Thus, for p=2 we have the following
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　　COBOLLABY 3. Let Mからz匹?か尽?th a free invc:面tｉｏｎ　Ｔ，　ａ?assume
か2(M)≠Ｏ。Ｌｅ日Ｔ,ｇ：肘→慧知ｃ回だ四回s maps such活計戸＝ｇ＊＝id : jf＊(Ｍ)→
亙＊(Ｍｙ　Then thenロxist X, x'eM such that fix')-=Tfix) and g(.x'^ = Tgix)。佃
ｈａｒti.ｒ.ｕlaｒ，theｒｅ　ｅｘiｓtｓａ ｈｏｉｎt　ｘｅＭＳ ｃＩｌthat ∫Ｔ(幻＝7プ(妁。
　　Remark 5. Taking
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　M=a mod ２ homology m-sphere
in Corollary 3，we have the result due to Milnor ［9], which is a direct generaliza-
tion of Theorem Ｌ２.
　　3. Method。
　　In this section we shall explain how to prove Theorems Ａ and Ｂ。
　　Let M be a G･manifold. If we regard ＭＩ）alｓａ G-manifold by cyclic permutations,
the map ∠1　■｡　Ｍ→Aがin(2.1) is an equivariant embedding。Regard S2ド1asａＧ-
manifold by the standard free action。Then we have a pair (S-ト1×肘″，S2ド1ｘjM)
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｇ　　　　　Ｇ
of manifolds, and hence the Thorn isomorphism
　　　　　　　心：召９(S2い1×∠IM)芒Ｈｑ゛(Ｊ）-1)NS2い1×(ＭＩ），ＭＩ）－∠fM))
　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｇ　　　　　　　　　　Ｇ
which is the composite of the duality isomorphisms for S2p一才AM and for
G
Ｍ仏S2゛1ｘjM)(ｓｅｅ ｐ. 353 of [14])。We denote the Thorn class 心(1)bｙａ(馳
　　　　Ｇ
　　The isomorphisms 0k for sufficiently large k define the Thorn isomorphism
　　　　　　　　　　　θ:坦(∠ぽ戸刑づ-1)≒ＭＩ），ＭＩ）－∠IM)
of the equivariant ｃｏｈｏｍｏｌｏｇｙ。Theelement θ(1)iｓ denoted by Um, and is called
the equivariantか対面房四f?印加mology class of M。
　　The image　of ゐin瓦戸(7)-1)(Ｍ勺iｓ denoted by ひふand is called the
匈一匹riant diαgonal coho房房ogy class of 訂.
　　If the action of Ｇ on Ｍ is free, the diagonal set djl･fis in MI）一ｊＭ。In this
case the image of Ｇｉｎ荻戸(゛-1)(Ｍ゛，ｄＵ)iｓ denoted by びふand is called the
modified equivaria一心昭回心c油回心収yｄαsｓげＭ.
　　Lemma ３よ　£ｄＭα?N be G-maがしfolds, and rega?MxNas a G-manifold
めり加心昭回心αdf回。　If theαction on N is free,四知回
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　白し＝土(ｑひl匹)(引＊吋)，
一回･りパ＊：頂;(Ｍ勺→mccM×Ⅳ)りα?91＊:召ち(Ｎ７≒ｄＮ)→HtCCMxNY, dCMx
Ⅳ))α９細心ced by theがり戸山回ｓ･７１：Ｍｘｙ→Ｍ, ９２： 肘ｘｙ→況
　　　　　　　　　　　　　EquivariantPoint Theorems










From properties of the Thorn class (see 325 of [4]), it follows that the Thom class
for the pair in the upper line equals 土㈲)×びぴ)，ａｎｄ that it is sent to 土吋ﾐ‰
by the homomorphism j＊indｕced by the natural inciusion of the lower line to the
upper. Therefore we have
　　　ぴ泣沁＝±f＊(内奏)×びぴ))＝土汐(封ど借)ゆび贈))＝±(好＊匈ｏ)(ｑ即ま))，
where Pi, P2 are the projections of (Ｓ２ｋ＋1×八戸)×(S2゛1ｘj？)tｏ Ｓ２ｋ＋１ＸＭ″,S21＋1×
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｇ　　　　　　　　　　Ｇ　　　　　　　　　　Ｇ　　　　　　　　ＧⅣ焉 This fact proves immediately the desired result.
　　Lew口MA 3.2. Ｌｅt　ｆ　･Ｎ→訂＆む;回だ四回sｓ昭･げαＧ一助ace N toαG-manifold
罪α?心池沼an equivariant map f：ｙ→ＭＩ）bｙ
　　　　　　　　　　/(妁＝(ヂヅ)，/Ｔ(れ…了ひ-1(○)(ｚＧＶ)。
Iリhe　ａｃtｉｏｎ　ｏｎＭ ｉｓ ｆｒｅｅ，　ａｎｄ　ifア＊(鴎)≠ｏｆｏｒ　tｈｅ ｈｏｍｏｍｏｒphiｓｍア＊:m
(ＭＩ≒ｄＭ)→煩;(Ｎ，　Ｎ≪), then we haveぷ:/)≠φ｡がN is 凹四り回心z Ｇ-凹面しか以
四知阿
　　　　　　　　　　　　　dim A(f)≧zz一(♪－1)ｓ≧O。













ｓ(♪－1)≧O。This completes the proof。
　　Pboposition 3.3.£ｄ/:£→Ｍ ａｎｄｇ:£→Ｎ ｈｅ　ｃｏｎtinｕｏｕｓ　ｍａｐｓ　ｏｆａ　ｓpａｃｅ
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Ｌ　tｏ Ｇ-ｍａｎｉｆｏｌｄｓＭ ａｎｄ Ｎ，Ｓ奸知ｓｅ　tｈａｉ　the　ａｃtｉｏｎ ｏｎ Ｎ ｉｓ ｆｒｅｅ.　Ｔｈｅｎ 汀
　　　　　　　　　　　(戸)＊ど昌)(が＊吋)∈召守゛)９-1)(じ，ｄＬ)
is not zero, we h。e Aif, g)≠φ。が£fs。吋。ver a maniかId, we have
　　　　　　　　　　　dim Aif, g)≧択一(♪－1)(知十疋)≧O。
　　Proof.　Consider /z: ぴ→肘×TV defined by (L3)。Then, for the map /;: が→
(ＭｘＮＹwe have 吋痛＝戸，回・/;＝が. Therefore by Lemma 3.1 we have
　　　　　　　　　　　　　/;＊(らｙ)＝=ゴ＊((:肘＊ひ岫(ぴ＊吋))
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＝±(戸＊ら)(が＊防)。
This proves the desired result by Lemma 3.2.
　　We shall prove Theorems Ａ and Ｂ　by making use of Proposition 3.3. For
this purpose we are asked to examine the following:
　　( i ) structure of the equivariant cohomologies j7j(Ｘ勺ａｎｄ亙力(XI），ｄＸ) for
ａ compact space ｘ。
　　(ii) the equivariant diagonal cohomology class　らf and the modified equi-
variant diagonal cohomology class lj<k for ａ G-manifold y匯
　　As for (i) we have the results due to Steenrod and Thom, which are stated io
§4. Thus Theorems Ａ and Ｂ will be proved by examining (ii), as seen in §5
and§6.
　　4. Preparations
　　In thissectionwe shallrecallsome factsneeded later。
　　Let ｘ be ａ paracompact Ｇ･space. Then we have
　　　　　　　　　　　　　亙＊(Ｘ)＝1im£r＊(瓦)，
　　　　　　　　　　　　　jﾐ瑠(Ｘ,ＸＧ)＝1imif*(ＫＩＧ，Ｋ≪|Ｇ)，
where K ranges over the nerves of G-coveringsofｘ (see Chap Ill,§6 and Chap





where zμEC＊(瓦)，ｎｓａ simplex of 瓦　ａｎｄπ:Ｋ一一-ＫＩＧis the projection。Thus
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we have ａ homomorphism
(4.1)　　　　　　　　　　πい£r＊(Ｘ)一頂;(Ｘ，ＸＧ)
defined by the cochain mapＳ　<Pk。
　　We define
(4.2)　　　　　　　　π，:が(Ａ ) ＊ｘ１ｇ(Ｘ)
to be the composite j＊・711,where j＊:亙j;(Ｘ,ＸＧ)一一→亙訳:X) is induced by the
inclusion。It follows that π!is the composite of the usual transfer 亙＊(Ｘ)一一・
HHＸ/Ｇ)ａｎｄ the canonical homomorphism Ｈネ(ＸｆＧ)－→mcx)。




Then it is easily seen that
(4.3)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　π＊ｏπ|=0'*









　　If ｘ is ａ paracompact G-space, the Smith special cohomology groups 召'夕(Ｘ)











for (ρ節)＝(らr) and (r,(?)。We have also an isomorphism
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　召'ま(Ｘ)ａｊ紹(瓦Ｘ(7)。
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(See ｐバL43 of [2]｡)
　It follows that
(4.6)　　　　　　け＝(がｊ＊)-｡ Ｈ＊(Ｘ)一Ｈt(Ｘ,Ｘ(７)⑤涅＊(Ｘ胚
　　Lemma ４よ　// M isαＧ一回?かIdsuch that thにictionis回り所感、活朗μ
holdｓ
　　　　　　　　　　　　　が：亙゛(Ｍ坤貨(Ｍ、Ｍ(l)。
Proof.　In the exact sequence
　　　　　　　　　召゛(Ｍ)二丿印(Ｍ)思召゛(Ｍ(l)-｡召毘1(訂)，
we have 万毘1(Ｍ)＝0．Ｈ゛(訂)竺£１），ｏｍ(訂゜)自尽(M,M一訂宍)＝O，and moreover
丑y(Ｍ)≠O is proved as follows. Therefore we get the desired result by (4.6)。
　　Suppoｓｅ　Ｈ＾(Ｍ)＝O.　Then, by the Smith cohomology exact sequence, we see
that it：召゛(訂)２召7(Ｍ)ａｎｄ ｒ＊:召7(訂)一Ｈ゛(訂)iｓ onto.　This implies
that 7'＊:万゛(Ｍ)一召゛(Ｍ)is onto and so 召゛(Ｍ)＝0，ｗhich is ａ contradiction.
　　For ａ paracompact space X, consider the equivariant cohomology 召が:Ｘ勺，
where Ｇ acts on ｘり)ｙ cyclic permutations.　Then we have the external Steenrod
p-th power operation
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｐ:Ｔｒｑ(Ｘ)一斑ｌ(Ｘ勺，
which is related to the Steenrod square Ｓがif p=2, and to the reduced p･th power













where j＊:頂;(が)-→頂;(Ｘ)＝亙＊(召ＧＸＸ)isinduced by the diagonal map, and
(4.8)
(－1)゛2　if g　is even,
(－1)(９-1)'2((♪－1)/2)!　if g is odd.
？iｓ natural, and it satisfiesalso
(4.9)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　π＊八:α)＝＝?
for the canonical homomorphism π＊こＨ恢Ｘ勺一一が＊(Ｘり．
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　　Lemma 4.2.£et M be a G一回α肩ﾌﾟりId,and let a£j仔*(M) saだsfy f*(a) = O fo『
j＊:双＊(訂)一双＊(Ｍ°).　Ｔｈｅｎ　∠1＊Ｆ(α)iｓ　in　the　ｉｍａｇｅ０/ j＊:ど数駈訂Ｇ)一一


















in which the rectangle is commutative and the lower sequence is exact。Then it
follows from (4.7) that f＊ｊ＊Ｐ(α)＝(μｘf)＊j＊Ｐ(α)＝O。Therefore ｊ＊Ｆ(α)Elmj＊。
　　Proof OP Proposition 2パ1.　We may assume that the action is non-trivial








by (4.9), the proof completes。
　　The following theorem is due to Steenrod [15](see also [12])，
　　Theorem 4.3.£ｄ X be a compact space,and恒心パle a homo一朗ous basis
of Ｈ*(X). Then the totaliりげ出回?ｓ
　　　　　　　　　(OjPCaO (?6/,j≧O)，
　　　　　　　　　剛Å×…×αら)((ら…，ら)∈２(召))
is a h･jmogeneousbasisof H%CXり.
　　The followingis due to Thorn [16](see also[11，[111，[17]).
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with someロ洋O modPif P≠2.
　　Remaek。Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 are proved in the literaturesfor ａ compact
polyhedron。However we can extend them to compact spaces by the device seenin
[21.
　　5. Proof of Theorem Ａ。
　　The equivariant diagonal cohomology class ひむｉｎ case the action on Ｍ is
trivialhas been studied by Haefliger。By Theorem ３.2 in his paper［6］and
(5.1)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　π＊（印）＝ｊ!（1），
we have the following (see the proof of Theorem ９.1 in［13D。








げ♪≠２，ｗｈｅｎ削哨柚パｓαみｍ昭eneoμs basis of H'^CM), aに･む,，ｈ。αΓｅ　thoｓｅ　緬
(2.2). (4.8). a?FfeeF*(M) are the Wiに/αssesがz･四り
白－づ二こドニ
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　　We shall next prove




　　Peoof.　Let ｙ be an equivariant open neighbourhood of dM in W^, and put
　　　　　　　　　　　Ｗ'＝Ｍ゛－ｊＭ一丿駈　　C=M^-JM-V。
Then QG is ａ closed connected and non-compact subset of W/G, and hence we have
亙”(聊Ｇ，聊Ｇ－Ｃ/Ｇ)＝O(ｓｅｅ ｐ。260 of [4])。Therefore it follows that
　　　　HnW-AM, V)~H^＼W, W-C) = H'^%WIG, WIG- ＣＩＧ)＝O。
This shows that f＊:亙沢(M7),趾゛－ｊ訂)一－Ｈ？(Ｍ゛，ｄＭ)is onto, and so is
　　　　　　　　　　　　f＊・θ:亙沢ｊが)一Ｈ？(ＭＩ），ｄＭ)。
It follows from Lemma ４,1 and the assumptions that H^iJM)=Zv is generated
bｙ≒。By Theorem ４.4，jﾐ母ベガ゛,雌幻白馬is generated bｙδ＊(ω(。-14×μ)。Since
f＊・θisａ homomorphism ｏｆ　Ｈ＊(召Ｇ)-ｍｏｄｕleｓand it sends l to とJ'L we have the
desired result。
　　We shall now give
　　Proof OF Theorem Ａ。By the assumption ii) and Proposition 5.2, it holds
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ω７１Ｕ‰＝a＊(ω(P-Dn-1×○，
where V is ａ generator ｏt　ＨＨＮ)。Therefore we have
　　　　　　　　　　　　心(ｇｐ＊ど晦)＝δ＊(ω(。-1k-1ｘｇ＊０，
and this is not zero by the assumption ｖ)ａｎｄ Theorem 4.4. Since ，2≧０－1)ｓbｙ
the assumption iii), it holds
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ω(。-Dm(が＊ど吻)≠O。
　　On the other hand, it follows from the assumptions i), iv) and Proposition 5. 1
that
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　/゛＊(びむ)＝h7汐(。_14
ｗithkmまO mod♪。Consequently we have
　　　　　　　　　　/ｐ＊(|％)・が＊(び匁)＝偏ω(。-1:)。が＊(ど堵)≠0，
which completes the proof by Proposition 3.3.
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　　6. Proof of Theorem B and an example。
　　The following proposition has been proved in［13］if鋲＝2，　By the similar
method we shall prove it for any ♪。





z4･jzgだ{ai)i^iis a homogeneous細心s ａ/ j7＊(Ｍ)，α?Ｑ,…らパire those in (2.2).
　　Before we proceed to proof we make some preparations.
　　The equivariant homology group mcxり＝召ふ(EGxXりis canonicaliy identified
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　G
ｗith馬(Ｇ;馬(Ｘ)り, the homology group of the group Ｇ with coefficients in
jE4(Ｘ)゛＝jﾐ£,(Ｘ)⑧…②橘,(Ｘ)ｏｎ which Ｇ acts by cyclic permutations.　Taking
the standard G-free acyclic complex Ｗ; we have an element of if*(G;瓦,(Ｘ)り
represented by 心⑧α⑧…⑧a, where ｇμ∃W is the basis of degree k and aびら(Ｘ).
The corresponding element in H%iXりwill be denoted bｙハ(の.
　　Lemma 6.2. Suppose that i*:ＴＸｑ(Ｍ)一Ｔｘｑ(Ｍ°)iμrivial for 9≧ｍ＼p.　Ｔｈｅｎ，






　　Pboof. Similarly to Lemma ４.4 in [13], the result for　I）≠2is proved as
follows.
　　It follows that P2k+lC[Ｍ])iｓ in the image of
　　　　　　　　　　　沁：橘ぃ-1士。(S2ド1×Ｍりｰ--りﾓf1＋1士。。(Ｍｐ)
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　G


















　　To prove the desired two equalities, we may suppose 刈αl≧揖＋1 in the first,
and p＼a≧附in the second. Consequently it suffices to prove that
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ｊ＊Ｆ(α)＝O　if　♪岡≧肖十1，
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ω1j＊Ｆ(α)＝O　if　♪岡≧ｎ
　　By Lemma ４.2 j＊戸(α)ａｎｄωiA*P(a) are in the image of ｊ＊:亙吉(Ｍ，Ｍ（ｌ)－→
jﾐ紹(訂)，ａｎｄthe Smith cohomology exact sequence implies j73(犀訂宍)＝O(,7＞涯)。
Therefore we have the desired results, and the proof completes.







with some 妬，弧…らeZv.　Sinceit is easily seen that
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　lmπ!⌒八(α)＝0，
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　<ωip(≪),八(α)〉＝ら<α,α〉
(αEjﾐZ＊(Ｍ)，αEjE4(Ｍ))，itfollows from Lemma ６.2 that妬＝0.
thatηか･･ら＝QI･･･らifHi,…，ら)∈五!(月)and G｡,＝O for any iel.
proof.
We see from (5.1)
This completes the
　　Remaek 1. Working in the smooth category, Hattori［7］has given formulae
ｆｏｒと:４with no assumption on ＭＧ。
　　The following is immediate from Proposition 6.１and Theorem 4.5.








　　Remark 2. The author does not know how to determine £iin the ａｂｏｖｅ。If
7ぼisａｍｏｄ♪ｈｏｍｏｌｏｇｙsphere, it follows from Propositions 5.2 and 6.3 that
が(1×μ)　if　ｶ＝2，
め(1×μ×‥･×μ)十ｓa＊(ω(ト2)m-l×μ)　if　夕≠2，
where s≠O mod♪，ａｎｄμ∈亙べM)is ａ generator such that〈μ，［Ｍ］〉＝1.
　　We shall now give
　　Proof OF Theobem Ｂ。By the assumption i) and Proposition 6.1 we have
yｐ＊ら＝７:■＼f*K　　　Σ　　　GI…らm, X--゜×αら)
　　　　　　　　　　(い･･ふ)∈7?(7;)

















　　It follows from Theorem ４.4 that 丑が(Ｌｙ），ｄＬ)２Ｚ一ｓgenerated by δ＊(ω(p-1ぶ1×





which completes the proof by Proposition 3.3.
　　Theorem Ｂ for P=2, particularly corollary 3 in §2, has interesting applications as
is seen in［13］。The author does not know so interesting applications of Theorems
Ｂ for ♪≠2. However there is the following example for which Theorem Ｂ for ♪＝
3 is applicable。
　　Let M=l,3 or 7，and take in Theorem Ｂ
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　£－ｙｘｙ，訂－ｙｘＳ゛，Ｎ－ ｙ，
where the action on N is any free Ｇ･action, and action on Mis given as follows:
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　７(ｚ，2/)＝(y，ｒlｚ-1)，
２;，2/ being complex numbers, quaternions or Cayley numbers according as n=l,3 o『
7. It follows that the fixed point set of M is homeomorphic to ｙ-1十point。Thus
the assumptions i), ii), iii) in Theorem Ｂ are satisfied.
　　Let ヱﾉEjﾐｒ(ｙ)ｄｅｎｏtｅａ generator, and put Vi―V×1, 1^2=1×泥jEｒ(？ＸＳ勺。Then,
by Remark 3 in §2, it can be seen that
　　　　　　　ｊ!(1)＝ぴ＊(1×りﾉ2×ViV2--ViXViXViVo ―p2 XVo×りﾉ2－μ2ｘp1×りﾉ2)
for the homomorphism 凶：召｀＊(訂)－→･Ｈ＊(M3)，ａｎｄ
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ｊ!(1)=(7*(1XVXV)






















　　In particular, taking /i = projection to the f-th factor, we have
　　COBOLLABY.　If b1十恥まO油四f知廻心ist X,!/, zeS"" such that
　　　　　　　　　　７ｇ(ｚ，戻)＝ｇ(!ｈ　ｚ)，　Ｔｇ(，:!ｈ　ｚ)＝が:z, x), X!ｉＺ＝1，
認知だn, g a?T are tho銘仙Theorem 6.4.
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